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The Lake District August 2018 - The Fizzy Tarté, one of the Lake District’s most infamous cocktail
bars, known for its quality drinks, luxury handmade patisserie and distinctive, yet relaxing environment,
has just launched a brand new cocktail menu.
The cocktail bar which has received immensely positive feedback over the two years of production have
spent the last 9 months working how they can raise the bar once more and put the Lake District on center
stage for Cocktails.
Huge anticipation has surrounded the new menu as the Fizzy Tarté is known to have worked with some of
the best mixologists from across Europe. Their aim is to take their cocktails to the next level whilst
keeping them as exciting as ever and at the quality you would find at cocktail bars in cities such as
London, New York & Dubai
Guests can expect the promise of the absolute freshest ingredients, homemade syrups, and only the best,
tried and tested spirits. However, this new launch also promotes three new and unique cocktail
experiences found nowhere else.
Refined and improved classics are welcomed back for those who like to enjoy their traditional favourites,
and a brand new list of Made en Maison cocktails look to bring a new era of fun and sophistication to the
cocktail menu. And last but not least, the Top Tarté cocktails - a blend of show-stopping presentation
filled with pure excitement and imagination. Speaking with Bar Manager Kris Grobelny at the Fizzy Tarté
he is so confident about this new range of cocktails that he said “our Top Tarté Cocktails are a new
level for the Lake District and particularly the TT Pornstar Martini cocktail is unbelievably delicious,
so good in fact that I would say it’s fit for a queen”.
Together with CEO Stephen Hargreaves, General Manager Tamas Nagy and Nathan Larkin, the owner of ‘Speak
in Code’ - they say “We’re creating something exceptional and showing the rest of the UK that
Cumbria has talent in the world of cocktail making. Guests will be able to take a seat, experience true
showmanship service and take a sip of an exquisite drink. They are also trying to push the customer
experience in new directions and through the use of QR codes allow the customer to discover for
themselves more about their own drink as well as others that may be on the menu.”
For those who enjoy a tipple or a slice of indulgence, as well as bespoke cocktails, the new menu will
also be offering a new selection of wines, champagne, prosecco, and patisserie. All of which can be
enjoyed outside on the new, open terrace or inside the bar. As usual, the Fizzy Tarté will remain a
high-class, modern, and sophisticated environment with excellent service.
‘The Fizzy Tarté is a luxury establishment specializing in bespoke cocktails, champagne and afternoon
tea in the heart of Bowness on Windermere.’
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If you would like more information about this topic, please call Sarah Hendry at 015394 44245 or
sarah.hendry@hargreavesenterprises.com
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